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this brochure is printed on paper bleached without any use of chlorine.
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Whether hairdresser’s, bakery or small business: Guests and clients expect cleanliness, 
tidiness and immaculate textiles. Economical washing machines and dryers from the 
new SmartBiz entry-level model range were specifically developed for commercial use 
and excel in terms of their short cycles, extreme durability and exemplary results.  
Both models are Plug & Play, ready for use, and are the products of choice in providing 
reliable washing and drying results up to three times a day.

 100 % Miele quality  
for professionals like yourself 
More powerful, faster and more durable than domestic appliances: 
SmartBiz products are designed to cope with several cycles a day in 
a commercial environment and rise to the strain and duress over time 
in a way domestic appliances could never do.

New from Miele Professional: 

The entry into the world of 
commercial laundry care

Commercial textiles are under great strain day in, day 
out – and therefore require good gentle care. The energy-
efficient PDR 300 HP SmartBiz heat-pump dryer is the 
ideal counterpart to a SmartBiz washing machine: Thanks 
to the patented Miele honeycomb drum, it protects fabrics 
and, with PerfectDry, sports an intelligent system for spot-
on drying results. As a result, your textiles are dried much 
faster and much more gently.

SmartBiz  
PDR 300 HP heat-pump dryer

Gentle drying for beautifully 
soft laundry

In the hustle and bustle of workaday life, it is crucial that 
textiles are immaculately clean and ready for use again in 
next to no time. The PWM 300 SmartBiz washing machine 
guarantees perfect cleanliness and offers extremely short 
cycles of only 79 minutes per cycle, ensuring that your 
laundry is ready for use again at the double. This makes it 
the ideal proposition for up to 3 cycles a day. 

SmartBiz  
PWM 300 washing machine

Clean laundry in the 
shortest of times



*SmartBiz heat-pump dryers boast short cycles lasting only 125 minutes. 

On days when you have your work cut out for you, your laundry has to be ready for use 
again quickly and without any fuss. SmartBiz washing machines achieve very short cycles 
of only 79 minutes*, washing faster than comparable commercial machines. Even if you 
have to wash several times a day, you can always count on a fresh supply of laundry. 

ONLY 79 MINUTES 
for perfect results

Fast wash programmes

Both SmartBiz models are supplied fitted with a supply lead and plug, ready for operation, 
so that machines only need to be installed, plugged in and switched on. Things couldn‘t be 
simpler or faster. 

SIMPLY PLUG IN 

and switch off

Plug & Play system

Domestic appliances are not up to the rigours of commercial laundry care. Thanks to 
high-quality materials and a rugged design, SmartBiz units are designed for 10,000 cycles 
or 15,000 hours of operation. Whether one or three washing or drying cycles a day: 
SmartBiz still produces top-class results even after many years.

TESTED FOR 15,000 HOURS 
of gruelling operation

Rugged materials

Running costs determine the economic feasibility of your business. SmartBiz machines have 
an A+++ energy efficiency rating and, thanks to their innovative heat-pump technology, even 
consume around 60 % less energy than conventional condenser dryers. 

SAVE ON DAILY COSTS 
and Resources

A+++ energy efficiency

The patented honeycomb drum ensures that laundry is gently washed. And thanks to the 
innovative PerfectDry system, your laundry is dried faster, more uniformly and more gently. 
This way, your textiles remain spruce and in as good shape as on the first day, even after 
many washing and drying cycles. 

CLEAN LAUNDRY 
AND gentle fabric care

Patented technologies

Key components subject to wear and tear are made from durable materials and do not 
feature plastic: The outer drum and the drum ribs made from stainless steel, cast-iron 
counterweights, the drum suspension and a pulley wheel made from die-cast aluminium. 
As a result, both machines live up to commercial expectations – leaving you free to plan 
ahead.

GREATER forward visibility thanks 
to product LONGEVITY

Choice materials

Only SmartBiz 
can do it!



Simple, intuitive operation
thanks to a rotary selector with plain text and a display 
providing further information

More laundry per cycle
Large drum volume of 64 l for a 7 kg load capacity

Perfectly washed laundry
thanks to a variety of washing and drying programmes for 
various textiles, e.g. ‘Cottons’, ‘Minimum iron’, ‘Woollens’, 
‘Mops & Cloths’ and much more. 

Considerable energy and resource savings
thanks to efficient and fast programmes and an A+++ energy 
efficiency rating 

Increased flexibility
through matching accessories and the opportunity to use 
both models in a washer-dryer stack with a drawer or with a 
drawer and a plinth. 

A reassuring feeling 
thanks to Miele’s excellent award-winning after-sales service.

Further sophisticated SmartBiz features

2 machines that rise  
above themselves
With SmartBiz, it’s about much more than perfect cleaning performance: fitness for every day use, flexibility and the 
safety of users are key aspects on both machines. That is why SmartBiz models offer additional features which make 
your work more efficient, safer and more convenient. 

SmartBiz for small businesses

The right solution for every job
With SmartBiz, Miele Professional offers perfect entry-line models for professional laundry care. Whether aprons, 
towels or sports shirts, the SmartBiz couplet of machines was designed with the following clients in mind:  

• Bakeries, pastry shops, catering businesses

• Hairdressers and cosmetic studios

• Child-care centres and schools

• Smaller hotels, B&Bs, guesthouses

• Sports clubs, fitness centres

Wherever you work, we can help!
Simply contact us – and we are sure to come up with the perfect 
solution for your business!

Data, facts, specifications

Added value in detail

Heat-pump dryers PDR 300

User interface DirectSensor

Drying system Heat pump, integrated 
condensate drainage

Load capacity [kg] 7

Drum volume [l] 120

Cycle time Cottons/Mixed fabrics* [mins.] 125/99

Front colour / material LW

External dimensions H/W/D [mm] 850/596/636

LW = Lotus white, enamelled, * Cycle time in Normal Dry programme.

Washing machine PWM 300

User interface DirectSensor

Load capacity [kg] 7

Drum volume [I] 64

Max. spin speed [rpm] 1,400

g-factor/Residual moisture** [%] 535/49

Cycle time* [mins.] 79

Type of heating EL

Drainage [LP DN 22] LP

Front colour / material LW

External dimensions H/W/D [mm] 850/596/636

EL = Electric, LP = Drain pump, LW = Lotus white, enamelled,  
* Duration in Cottons 60°C, cold water,  
** Residual moisture presuming hot rinse in last rinse cycle

You wash more than three times a day, need machines with even shorter cycles, or are expanding and 
are in search of a comprehensive and innovative system to meet the most exacting of demands?  
If that is the case, we recommend Little Giants from Miele Professional – and would be pleased 
to give your our advice!


